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Abstract
In this paper we investigate gravitational interactions of massive higher spin fields in
three dimensional AdS space with arbitrary value of cosmological constant including
flat Minkowski space. We use frame-like gauge description for such massive fields
adopted to three-dimensional case. At first, we carefully analyze the procedure of
switching on gravitational interactions in the linear approximation on the example of
massive spin-3 field and then proceed with the generalization to the case of arbitrary
integer spin field. As a result we construct a cubic interaction vertex linear in spin-2
field and quadratic in higher spin field on AdS3 background. As in the massless case
the vertex does not contain any higher derivative corrections to the Lagrangian and/or
gauge transformations. Thus, even after switching on gravitational interactions, one
can freely consider any massless or partially massless limits as well as the flat one.
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Introduction
Three dimensional higher spin field theories that appear to be much simpler than the higher
dimensional ones (for some reviews on higher spin theories see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) may provide
nice playground to gain some useful experience. One of the main reasons is that, contrary to
the situation in d ≥ 4 dimensions [6, 7, 8], in three dimensions it is not necessary to consider
infinite number of fields to construct consistent closed theory [9, 10, 11]. Also it is important
that in the frame-like formalism many such theories can be considered as Chern-Simons ones
corresponding to some non-compact algebras [12, 10, 11],
Till now most of works on the three dimensional higher spin filed theories were devoted to
construction of interaction for massless fields [13, 14, 11] or parity odd topologically massive
ones [15, 16, 17]. But massless higher spin fields in three dimensions being pure gauge do
not have any physical degrees of freedom, while topologically massive one though do contain
physical degrees of freedom but due to their specific properties can hardly be generalized
to higher dimensions. That is why we think that it is important to investigate parity even
interacting theories for massive higher spin fields1. On the one hand, such theories will
certainly have physical interest by themselves, e.g. for study the various aspects of duality,
and from the other hand we may expect that they admit higher dimensional generalizations.
And it seems natural to begin such investigations with the gravitational interactions that
play fundamental role in any higher spin theory.
In this paper we consider gravitational interactions for massive higher spin fields in AdS3
space in the linear approximation. It means that we construct a cubic interacting vertex
quadratic in massive higher spin field and linear in gravitational field on AdS3 background.
We use frame-like gauge invariant formalism for massive fields [21, 22] adopted to three
dimensions elaborated in our recent paper [23]. To our opinion such formalism is the most
convenient one for investigations of massive higher spin interactions. From one hand, its
gauge invariance allows one to extend constructive approach to investigation of massless
higher spin interactions to the case of arbitrary combination of massless and/or massive
one with the interaction of massless gravity with massive higher spins being one important
example. From the other hand, such formalism nicely works in AdS space with arbitrary
value of cosmological constant including flat Minkowski space and this allows one to consider
all possible massless and partially massless limits that exist for given field [24, 25, 26, 21] as
well as the flat limit.
The work is organized as follows. In Section 1 as an illustration of general technics that
we will use for massive fields in subsequent sections we provide a couple of simplest examples
of interacting massless theories. Namely, we consider massless d = 3 gravity itself and the
model of its interaction with massless spin-3 field for the first time constructed in [11]. Then
in Section 2 we carefully analyze gravitational interactions for massive spin 3 field. The main
result here that even in massive case it is possible to switch on gravitational interaction in
the linear approximation, e.g. to construct the cubic vertex linear in gravitational field and
quadratic in massive higher spin field, without any need to introduce higher derivative correc-
tions to the Lagrangian and/or gauge transformations typical for higher dimensional theories
[27, 28]. This, in turn, implies that even after switching on gravitational interactions (at
1Lagrangian formulation for d = 3 massive higher spin fields has been given for the first time in [18]. The
aspects of massive higher spin fields in AdS3 are also discussed in [19] and [20].
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least in the linear approximation) one can freely consider any massless or partially massless
limits as well as the flat one. At the same time we argue that contrary to the massless case
the system gravity plus massive spin-3 is not closed so that to construct closed consistent
theory one has to introduce other fields and/or interactions. Than in Section 3 we generalize
these results to the case of arbitrary integer spin and obtain the corresponding cubic vertex.
As in the spin-3 case, this vertex also does not contain any higher derivative corrections and
admit non-singular massless, partially massless and flat limits. It was clear from the very
beginning that the system under consideration can not be closed (simply because massless
theory is not closed) but let us stress that that the results of linear approximation do not
depend on the presence of any other fields so that the structure of cubic vertex is model
independent.
Notations and conventions. We use Greek letters for the world indices and Latin
letters for the local ones. We work in (A)dS space with arbitrary value of cosmological
constant Λ and use the notation Dµ for AdS covariant derivative normalized so that
[Dµ, Dν]ξ
a = λ2e[µ
aξν], λ
2 = −Λ
where eµ
a plays the role of (non-dynamical) frame of (A)dS background. Also to write the
expression in totally antisymmetric form on the world indices (which is equivalent to an
external product of 1-forms) we will often use the notation
{ µνab } = e
µ
ae
ν
b − e
µ
be
ν
a
and similarly for { µναabc }.
1 Massless case
In this section we present a couple of most simple examples of interacting massless theories in
AdS3. The reasons for its inclusion are twofold. From one hand they give simple illustration
of general technics that we will use for the massive cases in the subsequent sections. From the
other one, it is instructive to compare massless and massive cases because in some aspects
they appear to be drastically different.
1.1 Gravity
Free massless spin-2 filed in AdS3 space is described by the Lagrangian:
L0 =
1
2
{ µνab }ωµ
aωµ
b − εµναωµ
aDνhα
a +
λ2
2
{ µνab }hµ
ahν
b (1)
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δ0ωµ
a = Dµη
a + λ2εµ
abξb, δ0hµ
a = Dµξ
a + εµ
abηb (2)
Now if we introduce two gauge invariant objects (curvature and torsion)
Rµν
a = Dµων]
a + λ2ε[µ
abhν]
b
Tµν
a = D[µhν]
a + ε[µ
abων]
b (3)
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then the Lagrangian can be rewritten as follows
L0 = −
1
4
εµνα[ωµ
aTνα
a + hµ
aRνα
a] (4)
Let us introduce new variables
ωˆµ
a = ωµ
a + λhµ
a, hˆµ
a = ωµ
a − λhµ
a (5)
and their corresponding gauge invariant objects
Rˆµν
a = D[µωˆν]
a + λε[µ
abωˆν]
b, Tˆµν
a = D[µhˆν]
a − λε[µ
abhˆν]
b (6)
Then the Lagrangian takes the form
L0 = −
1
8λ
εµνα[ωˆµ
aRˆνα
a − hˆµ
aTˆνα
a] (7)
Thus the Lagrangian now consists of two independent parts each one containing only one
field and is invariant under its own gauge transformation
δ0ωˆµ
a = Dµηˆ
a + λεµ
abηˆb, δ0hˆµ
a = Dµξˆ
a − λεµ
abξˆb (8)
where
ηˆ = ηa + λξa, ξˆa = ηa − λξa (9)
Now if we suppose that such possibility to separate variables exists after switching on inter-
action as well we can greatly simplify all calculations working with only one field and one
gauge transformation. In components the free Lagrangian for the field ωˆµ
a has the form:
L0 = −
1
4λ
[εµναωˆµ
aDνωˆα
a − λ { µνab } ωˆµ
aωˆν
b] (10)
To consider possible self interactions we begin with linear approximation (i.e. cubic terms
in the Lagrangian and linear terms in gauge transformations). In this case the only possible
cubic vertex and corresponding correction to gauge transformations look like:
L1 = a0 {
µνα
abc } ωˆµ
aωˆν
bωˆα
c, δ1ωˆµ
a = α0ε
abcωˆµ
bηˆc (11)
Gauge invariance in the linear approximation requires that
δ0L1 + δ1L0 = 0
and gives us
a0 = −
α0
12λ
(12)
Now if we try to go beyond linear approximation we face the important fact that in the
frame-like formalism in d = 3 there are no any quartic vertices for all spins s ≥ 2. Happily,
in this particular case it is easy to check that δ1L1 = 0 so that we have closed consistent
theory without any need to introduce some other fields. The resulting Lagrangian
L = −
1
4λ
[εµναωˆµ
aDνωˆα
a − λ { µνab } ωˆµ
aωˆν
b +
α0
3
{ µναabc } ωˆµ
aωˆν
bωˆα
c] (13)
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is invariant under the following gauge transformations
δ0ωˆµ
a = Dµηˆ
a + λεµ
abηˆb + α0ε
abcωˆµ
bηˆc (14)
In turn, this gauge invariance implies that there exists deformation for curvature
ˆ˜
Rµν
a = Rˆµν
a +
α0
2
εabcωˆ[µ
bωˆν]
c (15)
which transforms covariantly
δ
ˆ˜
Rµν
a = α0ε
abc ˆ˜Rµν
bηˆc (16)
In-particular, this means that this model can be considered as Chern-Simons theory with
the algebra O(2, 1) ≈ SL(2) [12]. Note however that the interacting Lagrangian can not be
written in the form similar to the free one because
1
2
εµναωˆµ
a ˆ˜Rνα
a = εµναωˆµ
aDνωˆα
a − λ { µνab } ωˆµ
aωˆν
b +
α0
2
{ µναabc } ωˆµ
aωˆν
bωˆα
c
but the equations of motion following from the Lagrangian are equivalent to
ˆ˜
Rµν
a = 0
Now we can easily return back to initial variables taking the complete Lagrangian in the
form
L = L(ωˆ)− L(hˆ) (17)
Note that in terms of initial variables each part contains parity odd higher derivative terms
and only when coefficients are equal these terms are canceled and we obtain parity even
theory with no more than two derivatives. Such theory is nothing else but usual d = 3
gravity in AdS background with the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
{ µνab }ωµ
aωµ
b − εµναωµ
aDνhα
a +
λ2
2
{ µνab } hµ
ahν
b −
−
α0
2
{ µναabc } [ωµ
aων
bhα
c +
λ2
3
hµ
ahν
bhα
c] (18)
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δωµ
a = Dµη
a + λ2εµ
abξb + α0ε
abc[ωµ
bηc + λ2hµ
bξc]
δhµ
a = Dµξ
a + εµ
abηb + α0ε
abc[hµ
bηc + ωµ
bξc] (19)
At the same time in this formulation it is equivalent to Chern-Simons theory with the algebra
O(2, 2) ≈ O(2, 1)×O(1, 2) ≈ SL(2)× SL(2) [12, 11]. Note here that it is the separation of
variables that we use to simplify construction that requires non-zero λ. As can be clearly
seen from the last two formulas in the complete theory nothing prevent us from considering
the flat limit λ→ 0. The resulting theory (it is just a usual d = 3 gravity in a flat Minkowski
background) can still be considered as a Chern-Simons one but with the algebra isomorphic
to three-dimensional Poincare one.
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1.2 Spin-3 field
Free massless spin-3 field in AdS3 space can be described by the following Lagrangian
L0 = −{
µν
ab }Ωµ
acΩν
bc + εµναΩµ
abDνΦα
ab − λ2 { µνab }Φµ
acΦν
bc (20)
where both Ωµ
ab and Φµ
ab are symmetric and traceless on local indices. This Lagrangian is
invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δ0Ωµ
ab = Dµη
ab − λ2εµ
c(aξb)c, δ0Φµ
ab = Dµξ
ab − εµ
c(aηb)c (21)
where both ηab and ξab are symmetric and traceless. As in the spin 2 case the Lagrangian
can be written in terms of gauge invariant objects (which we will call curvatures)
Gµν
ab = D[µΩν]
ab − λ2ε[µ
c(aΦν]
b)c, Hµν
ab = D[µΦν]
ab − ε[µ
c(aΩν]
b)c (22)
in the form
L0 =
1
4
εµνα[Ωµ
abHνα
ab + Φµ
abGνα
ab] (23)
As in the spin-2 case we can introduce new variables
Ωˆµ
ab = Ωµ
ab + λΦµ
ab, Φˆµ
ab = Ωµ
ab − λΦµ
ab (24)
and rewrite the free Lagrangian in the form
L0 =
1
8λ
εµνα[Ωˆµ
abGˆνα
ab − Φˆµ
abHˆνα
ab] (25)
where
Gˆµν
ab = D[µΩˆν]
ab − λε[µ
c(aΩˆν]
b)c, Hˆµν
ab = D[µΦˆν]
ab + λε[µ
c(aΦˆν]
b)c (26)
Again each half of the Lagrangian contains one field only and is invariant under one gauge
transformation
δ0Ωˆµ
ab = Dµηˆ
ab − λεµ
c(aηˆb)c, δ0Φˆµ
ab = Dµξˆ
ab + λεµ
c(aξˆb)c (27)
where now
ηˆab = ηab + λξab. ξˆab = ηab − λξab (28)
Thus assuming that the possibility to separate variables exists after switching on interaction
we can work with one field and take care on one gauge transformation. The component form
for Ωˆµ
ab field Lagrangian looks as follows
L0 =
1
4λ
[εµναΩˆµ
abDνΩˆα
ab − 2λ { µνab } Ωˆµ
acΩˆν
bc] (29)
Now let us turn to the gravitational interactions for such particles. The only possible cubic
vertex now has the form
L1 = a1 {
µνα
abc } Ωˆµ
adΩˆν
bdωˆα
c (30)
while corresponding corrections to gauge transformations can be written as follows
δ1Ωˆµ
ab = α1ε
cd(aΩˆµ
b)cηˆd + α2ε
cd(aηˆb)cωˆµ
d, δ1ωˆµ
a = α3ε
abcΩˆµ
bdηˆcd (31)
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Now consider gauge invariance in the linear approximation that requires δ0L1 + δ1L0 = 0.
For ηˆa transformations we obtain
δ0L1 = −2a1 {
µνα
abc }DµΩˆν
adΩˆν
bdηˆc + 2a1λε
µναΩˆµ,ν
aΩˆα
abηˆb
δ1L0 =
α1
λ
{ µναabc }DµΩˆν
adΩˆν
bdηˆc − α1ε
µναΩˆµ,ν
aΩˆα
abηˆb
This gives us
a1 =
α1
2λ
At the same time for ηˆab transformations we get
δ0L1 = 2a1 {
µνα
abc } [DµΩˆν
adηˆbdωˆα
c − Ωˆµ
adηˆbdDν ωˆα
c] +
+2a1λε
µνα[2Ωˆµ,ν
aηˆabωˆα
c + Ωˆµ
abηˆν
aωˆα
b + 2Ωˆµ
abηˆabωˆν,α]
δ1L0 = {
µνα
abc } [
α2
λ
DµΩˆν
adηˆbdωˆα
c −
α3
2λ
Ωˆµ
adηˆbdDν ωˆα
c] +
+εµνα[(α2 +
α3
2
Ωˆµ,ν
aηˆabωˆα
c + (2α2 −
α3
2
)Ωˆµ
abηˆν
aωˆα
b + 2α2Ωˆµ
abηˆabωˆν,α]
and we obtain
α2 = −α1, α3 = −2α1
To go beyond linear approximation let us collect together self interaction for graviton and
its interaction with spin 3:
L1 = −
α0
12λ
{ µναabc } ωˆµ
aωˆν
bωˆα
c +
α1
2λ
{ µναabc } Ωˆµ
adΩˆν
bdωˆα
c (32)
and all corrections to gauge transformations:
δ1ωˆµ
a = α0ε
abcωˆµ
bηˆc − 2α1ε
abcΩˆν
bdηˆcd
δ1Ωˆµ
ab = α1ε
cd(aΩˆµ
b)cηˆd − α1ε
cd(aηˆb)cωˆµ
d (33)
Now calculating quadratic variations we obtain
δ1L1 =
(α0 − α1)α1
λ
εµνα[Ωˆµ
abΩˆν
acωˆα
bηˆc + ωˆµ
aωˆν
bΩˆα
acηˆbc]
so that for α1 = α0 all variations cancel. As in the pure gravity case the invariance of the
Lagrangian implies that there exist deformations of the curvatures
ˆ˜
Rµν
a = Rˆµν
a +
α0
2
εabcωˆ[µ
bωˆν]
c − α0ε
abcΩˆ[µ
bdΩˆν]
cd
ˆ˜Gµν
ab = Gˆµν
ab + α0ε
cd(aΩˆ[µ
b)cωˆν]
d (34)
which transform covariantly
δ
ˆ˜
Rµν
a = α0ε
abc[ ˆ˜Rµν
bηˆc − 2ˆ˜Gµν
bdηˆcd]
δ
ˆ˜Gµν
ab = α0ε
cd(a[ ˆ˜Gµν
b)cηˆd − ηˆb)c ˆ˜Rµν
d] (35)
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and such that the equations of motion following from the Lagrangian are equivalent to
ˆ˜
Rµν
a = 0, ˆ˜Gµν
ab = 0 (36)
In this, such model can be considered as a Chern-Simons theory with the algebra SL(3) [11].
To simplify comparison with the massive case let us re-express main formulas in terms
of the initial variables. The interacting Lagrangian has the form:
L1 = α0 {
µνα
abc } [Ωµ
adΩν
bdhα
c + 2Ωµ
adΦν
bdωα
c + 2λ2Φµ
adΦν
bdhα
c −
−
1
2
ωµ
aων
bhα
c −
λ2
6
hµ
ahν
bhα
c] (37)
while corrections to gauge transformations look as follows:
δ1ωµ
a = α0ε
abc[ωµ
bηc + λ2hµ
bξc − 2Ωµ
bdηcd − 2λ2Φµ
bdξcd]
δ1hµ
a = α0ε
abc[hµ
bηc + ωµ
bξc − 2Φµ
bdηcd − 2Ωµ
bdξcd]
δ1Ωµ
ab = α0ε
cd(a[Ωµ
b)cηd + λ2Φµ
b)cξd − ηb)cωµ
d − λ2ξb)chµ
d] (38)
δ1Φµ
ab = α0ε
cd(a[Φµ
b)cηd + Ωµ
b)cξd − ηb)chµ
d − ξb)cωµ
d]
At last the deformed curvatures can be written as:
R˜µν
a = Rµν
a +
α0
2
εabc[ω[µ
bων]
c + λ2h[µ
bhν]
c − 2Ω[µ
bdΩν]
cd − 2λ2Φ[µ
bdΦν]
cd]
T˜µν
a = Tµν
a + α0ε
abc[ω[µ
bhν]
c − 2Ω[µ
bdΦν]
cd]
G˜µν
ab = Gµν
ab + α0ε
cd(a[Ω[µ
b)cων]
d + λ2Φ[µ
b)chν]
d] (39)
H˜µν
ab = Hµν
ab + α0ε
cd(a[Φ[µ
b)cων]
d + Ω[µ
b)chν]
d]
Thus complete model in terms of initial variables is equivalent to Chern-Simons theory with
the algebra SL(3)× SL(3) [11]. Let us stress here that contrary to higher-dimensional case
[27, 28] this model does not contain any higher derivative terms and as a result admits
non-singular flat limit λ→ 0.
1.3 Arbitrary spin-s field
For brevity in this case from the very beginning we will work in terms of separated variable
Ωˆµ
a1...as−1 which are completely symmetric and traceless on local indices. Also to simplify
formulas we will use compact notations Ωµ
a1...ak = Ωµ
(k) where index k denotes just the
number of local indices and not the indices themselves. The free Lagrangian for massless
spin-s field has the form [23]:
L0 =
(−1)s+1
4λ
[εµναΩˆµ
(s−1)DνΩˆα
(s−1) − (s− 1)λ { µνab } Ωˆµ
a(s−2)Ωˆν
b(s−2)] (40)
It is invariant under the following gauge transformations
δ0Ωˆµ
(s−1) = Dµηˆ
(s−1) − εµ
a(1ηˆs−2)a (41)
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where parameter ηˆ(s−1) is also symmetric and traceless.
Let us consider interaction of this field with gravity. The only cubic vertex possible looks
like:
L1 = (−1)
s+1as {
µνα
abc } Ωˆµ
a(s−2)Ωˆν
b(s−2)ωˆα
c (42)
while corresponding corrections to gauge transformations can be written as follows:
δ1Ωˆµ
(s−1) = α1ε
ab(1Ωˆµ
s−2)aηˆb + α2ε
ab(1ηˆs−2)aωˆµ
b
δ1ωˆµ
a = α3ε
abcΩˆµ
b(s−2)ηˆc(s−2) (43)
Now we have to calculate linear variations. For ηˆa transformations we obtain:
δ0L1 = −2as {
µνα
abc }DµΩˆν
a(s−2)Ωˆα
b(s−2)ηˆc + 2asλε
µναΩˆµ,ν
(s−2)Ωˆα
a(s−2)ηˆa
δ1L0 =
(s− 1)α1
2λ
[{ µναabc }DµΩˆν
a(s−2)Ωˆα
b(s−2)ηˆc − λεµναΩˆµ,ν
(s−2)Ωˆα
a(s−2)ηˆa]
Thus we have to put
as =
(s− 1)α1
4λ
Similarly, from the variations under the ηˆ(s−1) transformations we get
α2 = (−1)
sα1, α3 = −(s− 1)α1
Thus we have achieved gauge invariance in the linear approximation. Combining self inter-
action for graviton with its interaction with spin s particle we obtain the cubic Lagrangian
L1 =
1
4λ
{ µναabc } [−
α0
3
ωˆµ
aωˆν
bωˆα
c + (−1)s+1(s− 1)α1Ωˆµ
a(s−2)Ωˆν
b(s−2)ωˆα
c] (44)
and complete set of corrections to gauge transformations
δ1ωˆµ
a = α0ε
abcωˆµ
bηˆc − (s− 1)α1ε
abcΩˆµ
b(s−2)ηˆc(s−2)
δ1Ωˆµ
(s−1) = α1ε
ab(1Ωˆµ
s−2)aηˆb + (−1)sα1ε
ab(1ηˆs−2)aωˆµ
b (45)
Now let us consider quadratic variations. For the ηˆa transformations we get
δ1L1 =
(−1)s+1(s− 1)α1(α0 − α1)
2λ
εµναΩˆµ
a(s−2)Ωˆν
b(s−2)ωˆα
aηˆb
so we have to put α1 = α0. But this still leaves us with the ηˆ
(s−1) variations of the form
δ1L1 ∼ Ωˆ
(s−1)Ωˆ(s−1)Ωˆ(s−1)ηˆ(s−1)
that cancel for the s = 3 case only so that for any spin s ≥ 4 to obtain closed consistent
theory we have to introduce some other fields and/or interactions. As it has been shown in
[11] one of the possible solutions is to introduce all intermediate spins s = 3, 4, . . . , (s − 1)
as well as corresponding additional cubic vertices with the result being the Chern-Simons
theory with the algebra SL(s).
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2 Massive spin-3 field
Self interaction and interacting with gravity for massive spin-2 field has been considered in
the recent paper of one of us [29] and in this section we consider gravitational interaction
for massive spin 3 one.
2.1 Kinematics of massive spin-3 field
Frame-like gauge invariant formalism for massive spin-3 field in (A)dS space adopted to three
dimensions [23] requires four pairs of fields (Ωµ
ab,Φµ
ab), (Ωµ
a, fµ
a), (Ba, Aµ) and (pi
a, ϕ). In
this, the free Lagrangian has the form
L0 = −{
µν
ab }Ωµ
acΩν
bc + εµναΩµ
abDνΦα
ab +
1
2
{ µνab }Ωµ
aΩν
b − εµναΩµ
aDνfα
a +
+
1
2
BaBa − εµναBµDνAα −
1
2
piapia + piµDµϕ+
+εµνα[3mΩµ,ν
afα
a +mΦµ,ν
aΩα
a − 2m˜Ωµ,νAα + m˜fµ,νBα] +Mpi
µAµ +
+ { µνab } [−
M2
36
Φµ
acΦν
bc +
M2
8
fµ
afν
b] +Mm˜eµafµ
aϕ+ 3m˜2ϕ2 (46)
and is invariant under the following set of gauge transformations
δ0Ωµ
ab = Dµη
ab +
m
2
(eµ
(aηb) −
2
3
gabηµ)−
M2
36
εµ
c(aξb)c
δ0Φµ
ab = Dµξ
ab − εµ
c(aηb)c +
3m
2
(eµ
(aξb) −
2
3
gabξµ)
δ0Ωµ
a = Dµη
a + 3mηµ
a +
M2
4
εµ
abξb (47)
δ0fµ
a = Dµξ
a + εµ
abηb +mξµ
a + 2m˜eµ
aξ
δ0B
a = −2m˜ηa, δ0Aµ = Dµξ + m˜ξµ
δ0pi
a = Mm˜ξa, δ0ϕ = −Mξ
where
m˜2 = 8m2 + 4λ2, M2 = 18(3m2 + 2λ2)
Recall that in de Sitter space (λ2 < 0) there exist two partially massless limits [24, 25,
26, 21]. First one corresponds toM → 0, in this scalar component decouples leaving us with
the Lagrangian
L0 = −{
µν
ab }Ωµ
acΩν
bc + εµναΩµ
abDνΦα
ab +
1
2
{ µνab }Ωµ
aΩν
b − εµναΩµ
aDνfα
a +
+
1
2
BaBa − εµναBµDνAα +
+εµνα[3mΩµ,ν
afα
a +mΦµ,ν
aΩα
a − 2m˜Ωµ,νAα + m˜fµ,νBα] (48)
which is still invariant under the whole set of gauge transformations
δ0Ωµ
ab = Dµη
ab +
m
2
(eµ
(aηb) −
2
3
gabηµ)
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δ0Φµ
ab = Dµξ
ab − εµ
c(aηb)c +
3m
2
(eµ
(aξb) −
2
3
gabξµ)
δ0Ωµ
a = Dµη
a + 3mηµ
a (49)
δ0fµ
a = Dµξ
a + εµ
abηb +mξµ
a + 2m˜eµ
aξ
δ0B
a = −2m˜ηa, δ0Aµ = Dµξ + m˜ξµ
In d = 3 dimensions such partially massless particle has one physical degree of freedom only
instead of usual two in general massive case.
The other partially massless limit corresponds to m˜ → 0, in this scalar and vector
components decouple leaving us with the Lagrangian
L0 = −{
µν
ab }Ωµ
acΩν
bc + εµναΩµ
abDνΦα
ab +
1
2
{ µνab }Ωµ
aΩν
b − εµναΩµ
aDνfα
a +
+εµνα[3mΩµ,ν
afα
a +mΦµ,ν
aΩα
a] + { µνab } [−
M2
36
Φµ
acΦν
bc +
M2
8
fµ
afν
b] (50)
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δ0Ωµ
ab = Dµη
ab +
m
2
(eµ
(aηb) −
2
3
gabηµ)−
M2
36
εµ
c(aξb)c
δ0Φµ
ab = Dµξ
ab − εµ
c(aηb)c +
3m
2
(eµ
(aξb) −
2
3
gabξµ)
δ0Ωµ
a = Dµη
a + 3mηµ
a +
M2
4
εµ
abξb (51)
δ0fµ
a = Dµξ
a + εµ
abηb +mξµ
a
In such limit we obtain a system that does not have any physical degrees of freedom. At last,
recall that in the massless limit in AdS space massive spin 3 field decomposes into massless
spin 3 field and massive spin-2 one.
Let us return back to general massive case. Similarly to the massless case for all fields
entering the description of massive field one can construct corresponding gauge invariant
object (which we will call curvatures though there are two forms as well as one forms among
them):
Gµµ
ab = D[µΩν]
ab +
m
2
(e[µ
(aΩν]
b) +
2
3
gabΩ[µ,ν])−
M2
36
ε[µ
c(aΦν]
b)c
Hµν
ab = D[µΦν]
ab − ε[µ
c(aΩν]
b)c +
3m
2
(e[µ
(afν]
b) +
2
3
gabf[µ,ν])
Fµν
a = D[µΩν]
a − 3mΩ[µ,ν]
a − m˜e[µ
aBν] +
M2
4
ε[µ
abfν]
b −Mm˜εµν
aϕ
Tµν
a = D[µfν]
a + ε[µ
abΩν]
b −mΦ[µ,ν]
a + 2m˜e[µ
aAν]
Bµ
a = DµB
a + 2m˜Ωµ
a −
M
2
εµ
abpib − Vµ
a (52)
Aµν = D[µAν] − εµν
aBa − m˜f[µ,ν]
Πµ
a = Dµpi
a −Mm˜fµ
a − 2m˜2eµ
aϕ−Wµ
a
Φµ = Dµϕ− piµ +MAµ
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where zero forms V ab and W ab (that do not enter the free Lagrangian) are symmetric,
traceless and have the following transformations:
δ0V
ab = 6mm˜ηab, δ0W
ab = −Mmm˜ξab
Moreover, using these curvatures the free Lagrangian can be rewritten in the form similar
to the Chern-Simons one
L0 =
1
4
εµνα[Ωµ
abHνα
ab + Φµ
abGνα
ab − Ωµ
aTνα
a − fµ
aFνα
a −
−2AµBν,α − BµAνα] +
1
2
eµa[−ϕΠµ
a + piaΦµ] (53)
2.2 Non-canonical vertices
In our investigations of gravitational vertices we will call vertex canonical if it corresponds to
switching on standard minimal interactions, i.e. to the replacement of background frame eµ
a
by the dynamical one eµ
a−hµ
a and the background Lorentz derivative Dµ by fully covariant
one Dµ−ωµ. For massive spin-3 case due to the presence of Stueckelberg fields we have two
possible non-canonical vertices. First one of the type 2 − 2 − 0 where one of the spin 2 is
the graviton, while the other is a Stueckelberg field. Such vertex has been considered in the
work of one of us [29] devoted to massive spin-2 where it was shown that such vertex can
be completely removed by field redefinitions. The second possibility is the vertex of type
3 − 2 − 1 where spin-2 is again the graviton, while spin 1 is a Stueckelberg field. The most
general ansatz for such vertex can be written as follows:
L1 = {
µν
ab } [a1Ωµ
achν
cBb + a2Ωµ
achν
bBc + a3Φµ
acων
cBb + a4Φµ
acων
bBc] +
+εµνα[a5hµ
aDνΦα
abBb + a6Dµhν
aΦα
abBb] (54)
Recall that all vertices which have the same or greater number of derivatives as free La-
grangian are always defined up to possible field redefinitions. For the case at hands we have
the following possibilities:
Ωµ
ab ⇒ Ωµ
ab + κ1hµ
(aBb) − Tr, ωµ
a ⇒ ωµ
a + κ2Φµ
abBb (55)
Let us consider variations under gravitational ξ˜a transformations:
δ0L1 = {
µν
ab } [a1DµΩν
acBbξ˜c + a2DµΩν
acBcξ˜b − a1Ωµ
acξ˜cDνB
b − a2Ωµ
acξ˜bDνB
b]−
−a5ε
µναDµΦν
abξ˜aDαB
b
To compensate these variations we introduce the following corrections to gauge transforma-
tions:
δ1Φµ
ab = α1εµ
c(aBb)ξ˜c + α2εµ
c(aξ˜b)Bc − Tr
δ1Ωµ
ab = α3ξ˜
(aDµB
b) − Tr
They produce the following variations:
δ1L0 = 2 {
µν
ab } [DµΩν
ac(α1B
cξ˜b + α2B
bξ˜c)− α3Ωµ
ac(ξ˜bDνB
c + ξ˜cDνB
b)] +
+2α3ε
µναDµΦν
abξ˜aDαB
b
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Thus we obtain
a1 = a2 = −2α3, a5 = 2α3 =⇒ a1 = a2 = −a5
but such relations on a1,2,5 means that these terms can be removed by field redefinition with
parameter κ1. This leaves us with
L1 = {
µν
ab } [a3Φµ
acων
cBb + a4Φµ
acων
bBc] + a6ε
µνα∂µhν
aΦα
abBb
Now let us consider variations under ξab transformations
δ0L1 = ξ
ac { µνab } [−a3Dµων
cBb − a4Dµων
bBc + a3ωµ
cDνB
b + a4ωµ
bDνB
c]−
−εµναDµhν
aξabDαB
b
Then we introduce corresponding corrections to gauge transformations
δωµ
a = β1ξ
ab∂µB
b, δhµ
a = β2εµ
abξbcBc
which produce
δ1L0 = β1 {
µν
ab }ωµ
aξbc∂νB
c − β1ε
µνα∂νhν
aξab∂αB
b − β2ε
µναDµων
aεα
abξbcBc
Thus we obtain
a3 = 0, a4 = β1 = −a6
and it means that all the remaining terms can be removed by field redefinition with the
parameter κ2.
2.3 Canonical vertices
In this subsection we consider canonical vertices, i.e. those that correspond to standard
minimal interaction with the replacement of background frame eµ
a by dynamical one eµ
a−hµ
a
and AdS covariant derivatives Dµ by total Lorentz covariant one Dµ − ωµ. To be sure that
the results obtained are the most general ones initially we take all such terms with arbitrary
coefficients. Thus the ansatz for cubic Lagrangian will look as follows:
L1 = {
µνα
abc } [c1hµ
aΩν
bdΩα
cd + c2ωµ
aΩν
bdΦα
cd + c3hµ
aΩν
bΩα
c + c4fµ
aων
bΩα
c] +
+c5hB
aBa + c6ε
µναhµ
aBaDνAα + c7hpi
apia + c8 {
µν
ab }hµ
apibDνϕ+
+εµνα[d1hµ
aΩν
abfα
b + d2hµ
aΦν
abΩα
b + d3hµ
aΩν
aAα +
+d4hµ
afν
aBα + d5hµ
afν,αB
a] + d6 {
µν
ab } hµ
apibAν +
+ { µναabc } [e1hµ
aΦν
bdΦα
cd + e2hµ
afν
bfα
c] + e3 {
µν
ab }hµ
afν
bϕ+ e4hϕ
2 (56)
Let us begin with gravitational Lorentz transformations. Calculating variations under the
η˜a transformations we obtain
δ0L1 = {
µνα
abc } [−c2DµΩν
adΦα
bdη˜c − c2DµΦν
adΩα
bdη˜c − c4DµΩν
afα
bη˜c − c4Dµfν
aΩα
bη˜c] +
+εµνα[2c1Ωµ,ν
aΩα
abη˜b + 2c3Ωµ,νΩα
aη˜a + c8piµη˜νDαϕ] + c6 {
µν
ab }B
aη˜bDµAν +
+ { µνab } [d1Ωµ
acfν
cη˜b + d2Φµ
acΩν
cη˜b + d3Ωµ
aAν η˜
b + d4fµ
aBν η˜
b + d5fµ,νB
aη˜b] +
+εµνα[d6piµη˜νAα + 2e1Φµ,ν
aΦα
abη˜b + 2e2fµ,νfα
aη˜a + e3fµ,ν η˜αϕ]
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By analyzing the terms with explicit derivatives it is not hard to determine the corresponding
corrections to gauge transformations:
δ1Ωµ
ab =
c2
2
εcd(aΩµ
b)cη˜d, δ1Φµ
ab =
c2
2
εcd(aΦµ
b)cη˜d
δ1Ωµ
a = −c4ε
abcΩµ
bη˜c, δ1fµ
a = −c4ε
abcfµ
bη˜c
δ1B
a = c6ε
abcBbη˜c, δ1pi
a = −c8ε
abcpibη˜c
They produce
δ1L0 = {
µνα
abc } [c2DµΩν
adΦα
bdη˜c + c2DµΦν
adΩα
bdη˜c + c4DµΩν
afα
bη˜c + c4Dµfν
aΩα
bη˜c] +
+εµνα[−c2Ωµ,ν
aΩα
abη˜b − c4Ωµ,νΩα
aη˜a − c8piµη˜νDαϕ]− c6 {
µν
ab }B
aη˜bDµAν
−
3mc2
2
{ µνab }Ωµ
acη˜bfν
c − 3m(
c2
2
+ c4) {
µνα
abc }Ωµ,ν
afα
bη˜c −
−
mc2
2
{ µνab }Φµ
acη˜bΩν
c −m(
c2
2
+ c4) {
µνα
abc }Φµ,ν
aΩα
bη˜c −
−2m˜c4 {
µν
ab }Ωµ
aη˜bAν + m˜c4 {
µν
ab } fµ
aη˜bBν + m˜c6 {
µν
ab } fµ,νB
aη˜b −Mc8ε
µναpiµη˜νAα −
−εµνα[
M2c2
36
Φµ,ν
aΦα
abη˜b +
M2c4
4
fµ,νfα
aη˜a +Mm˜c4fµ,ν η˜αϕ]
Then requiring that δ0L1 + δ1L0 = 0 we obtain
c2 = 2c1, 2c3 = c4 = −c1
d1 = 3mc1, d2 = mc1, d3 = −2m˜c1, d4 = m˜c1, d5 = −m˜c6, d6 =Mc8
e1 =
M2c1
36
, e2 = −
M2c1
8
, e3 = −Mm˜c1
Now let us consider variations under the ξ˜a transformations
δ0L1 = {
µνα
abc } [−2c1DµΩν
adΩα
bdξ˜c − 2c3DµΩν
aΩα
bξ˜c]−
−2c5ξ˜
µBaDµB
a − c6ε
µναξ˜aDµB
aDνAα − 2c7ξ˜
µpiaDµpi
a − c8 {
µν
ab } ξ˜
aDµpi
bDνϕ+
+εµνα[−d1ξ˜
aDµΩν
abfα
b + d1ξ˜
aΩµ
abDνfα
b − d2ξ˜
aDµΦν
abΩα
b + d2ξ˜
aΦµ
abDνΩα
b −
−d3ξ˜
aDµΩν
aAα + d3ξ˜
aΩµ
aDνAα − d4ξ˜
aDµfν
aBα + d4ξ˜
afµ
aDνBα −
−d5ξ˜
aDµfν,αB
a − d5ξ˜
afµ,νDαB
a]− d6 {
µν
ab } [ξ˜
aDµpi
bAν + ξ˜
apibDµAν ]−
−{ µναabc } [2e1DµΦν
adΦα
bdξ˜c + 2e2Dµfν
afα
bξ˜c] + e3 {
µν
ab } [−ξ˜
aDµfν
aϕ+ ξ˜afµ
bDνϕ]−
−2e4ξ˜
µϕDµϕ+ λ
2εµνα[c2(Ωµ,ν
aΦα
ab + Ωµ
abΦν,α
a)ξ˜b + c4(Ωµ,νfα
a + Ωµ
afν,α)ξ˜
a]
In this case we have a lot of terms with explicit derivatives and the corresponding corrections
to gauge transformations look as follows:
δΩµ
ab =
d2
2
(Ωµ
(aξ˜b) −
2
3
gabΩµ
cξ˜c) + e1ε
cd(aΦµ
b)cξ˜d
δΦµ
ab = c1ε
cd(aΩµ
b)cξ˜d +
d1
2
(fµ
(aξ˜b) −
2
3
gabfµ
cξ˜c)
δΩµ
a = d1Ωµ
abξ˜b − d4Bµξ˜
a − d5eµ
aBbξ˜b − 2e2ε
abcfµ
bξ˜c
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δfµ
a = c1ε
abcΩµ
bξ˜c + d2Φµ
abξ˜b − d3Aµξ˜
a
δBµ = −c6ξ˜
aDµB
a + d3Ωµ
aξ˜a + d6εµ
abpiaξ˜b
δAµ = −c6εµ
abBaξ˜b + d4fµ
aξ˜a
δpia = c8(ξ˜
µDµpi
a − ξ˜a(Dpi)) + e3(f ξ˜
a − fµ
aξ˜µ) + 2e4ϕξ˜
a
δϕ = c8(piξ˜)
By straightforward but rather long calculations we can see that all variations can be canceled
provided the following relations hold:
−2c5 = c6 = 2c7 = −c8 = c1, e4 = −3m˜
2c1
Thus the invariance under the gravitational gauge transformations already completely fixes
all the coefficients in the Lagrangian and in the corresponding corrections to gauge transfor-
mations up to one arbitrary coupling constant. Choosing the same coupling constant α1 as
in the massless spin 3 case we obtain the following final form of the cubic vertex (compare
with the free Lagrangian (46)):
L1 = α1 {
µνα
abc } [hµ
aΩν
bdΩα
cd + 2ωµ
aΩν
bdΦα
cd −
1
2
hµ
aΩν
bΩα
c − fµ
aων
bΩα
c] +
+α1[−
1
2
hBaBa + εµναhµ
aBaDνAα +
1
2
hpiapia − { µνab }hµ
apibDνϕ] +
+α1ε
µνα[3mhµ
aΩν
abfα
b +mhµ
aΦν
abΩα
b + 2m˜hµ
aΩν
aAα −
−m˜hµ
afν
aBα − m˜hµ
afν,αB
a]−Mα1 {
µν
ab }hµ
apibAν +
+α1 {
µνα
abc } [
M2
36
hµ
aΦν
bdΦα
cd −
M2
8
hµ
afν
bfα
c]−
−Mm˜α1 {
µν
ab }hµ
afν
bϕ− 3m˜2α1hϕ
2 (57)
and corrections to the gravitational gauge transformations:
δ1Ωµ
ab = α1[ε
cd(aΩµ
b)cη˜d +
m
2
(Ωµ
(aξ˜b) −
2
3
gabΩµ
cξ˜c) +
M2
36
εcd(aΦµ
b)cξ˜d]
δ1Φµ
ab = α1[ε
cd(aΦµ
b)cη˜d + εcd(aΩµ
b)cξ˜d +
3m
2
(fµ
(aξ˜b) −
2
3
gabfµ
cξ˜c)]
δ1Ωµ
a = α1[ε
abcΩµ
bη˜c + 3mΩµ
abξ˜b − m˜Bµξ˜
a + m˜eµ
aBbξ˜b +
M2
4
εabcfµ
bξ˜c −Mm˜εµ
abξ˜bϕ]
δ1fµ
a = α1[ε
abcfµ
bη˜c + εabcΩµ
bξ˜c +mΦµ
abξ˜b + 2m˜Aµξ˜
a]
δ1Bµ = α1[εµ
abBaη˜b − ξ˜aDµB
a − 2m˜Ωµ
aξ˜a −Mεµ
abpiaξ˜b] (58)
δ1Aµ = α1[−εµ
abBaξ˜b + m˜fµ
aξ˜a]
δ1pi
a = α1[ε
abcpibη˜c − (ξ˜µDµpi
a − ξ˜a(Dpi))−Mm˜(f ξ˜a − fµ
aξ˜µ)− 6m˜2ϕξ˜a]
δ1ϕ = −α1(piξ˜)
But we still have to take care on the whole set of massive spin 3 gauge transformations ηab,
ξab, ηa, ξa, ξ. Note that there is a striking difference between d = 3 and d ≥ 4 cases here. In
d ≥ 4 dimensions variations of the Lagrangian under the higher spin gauge transformations
produce terms proportional to gravitational curvature and to compensate for these terms
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one has to introduce a lot of higher derivative corrections to the Lagrangian and gauge
transformations [27, 28]. Moreover, the higher the spin one will try to consider the more
derivatives one will have to introduce. In this, the most important terms are the ones
containing Weyl tensor because all the terms containing Ricci tensor can be compensated by
corresponding corrections to graviton transformations and/or removed by field redefinitions.
The same is true for the massive higher spins as well. Complete analysis for massive spin-3
fields gravitational interactions in d ≥ 4 dimensions is still absent but the results of [30]
clearly shows that in this case the four derivatives terms containing full Riemann tensor play
crucial role. But in three dimensions Weyl tensor is identically zero and as a result, as we will
show on the example of massive spin 3 field now, it is possible to achieve gauge invariance
in the linear approximation without introduction of any higher derivative corrections. Thus
after switching on gravitational interactions we still can consider any massless, partially
massless or flat limits. Moreover, as it will be seen from the next section, this holds true for
the arbitrary spins as well.
So our cubic vertex is completely fixed and now we have to find corrections to massive
spin-3 gauge transformations to achieve invariance in the linear approximation. The proce-
dure goes exactly in the same way as it was shown above: we calculate variations of cubic
vertex δ0L1, analyze the terms containing explicit derivatives, find the form of the necessary
corrections to gauge transformations and adjust coefficients to achieve δ0L1 + δ1L0 = 0. All
the calculations are straightforward but rather long so we will not give the details of them
here and simply give the final results. For massive spin 3 fields the corrections to gauge
transformations appear to be:
δ1Ωµ
ab = α1[−ε
cd(aηb)cωµ
d −
m
2
(hµ
(aηb) −
2
3
gabhµ
cηc)−
M2
36
εcd(aξb)chµ
d]
δ1Φµ
ab = α1[−ε
cd(aηb)chµ
d − εcd(aξb)cωµ
d −
3m
2
(hµ
(aξb) −
2
3
gabhµ
cξc)]
δ1Ωµ
a = α1[ε
abcωµ
bηc − 3mηabhµ
b +
M2
4
εabchµ
bξc] (59)
δ1fµ
a = α1[ε
abchµ
bηc + εabcωµ
bξc −mξabhµ
b − 2m˜hµ
aξ]
δ1Aµ = −α1m˜hµ
aξa
Comparing these expressions with the initial gauge transformations (47), one can see that
they indeed correspond to standard substitution rules. At the same time the gravitational
fields also have non-trivial transformations:
δ1ωµ
a = α1[−2ε
abcΩµ
bdηcd + εabcΩµ
bηc + 3mηabfµ
b +mξabΩµ
b −mΦµ
abηb − 2m˜Aµη
a −
−3mΩµ
abξb + m˜Bµξ
a + 2m˜Ωµ
aξ −
M2
18
εabcΦµ
bdξcd +
M2
4
εabcfµ
bξc −Mm˜εµ
abξbϕ]
δ1hµ
a = α1ε
abc[−2Φµ
bdηcd − 2Ωµ
bdξcd + fµ
bηc + Ωµ
bξc] (60)
Having in our disposal linear corrections to all gauge transformations we can calculate
their commutators in the lowest order and extract that composition laws for gauge parame-
ters showing us the structure of gauge algebra behind these transformations. For the massive
spin-3 gauge parameters form (58) and (59) we obtain (up to the common multiplier α1
2):
ηˆab = εcd(a(ηb)cη˜c +
M2
36
ξb)cξ˜c) +
m
2
(ξ(aξ˜b) − Tr)
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ξˆab = εcd(a(ξb)cη˜c + ηb)cξ˜c) +
3m
2
(ξ(aξ˜b) − Tr)
ηˆa = εabc(ηbη˜c +
M2
4
ξbξ˜c) + 3mηabξ˜b (61)
ξˆa = εabc(ξbη˜c + ηbξ˜c) +mξabξ˜b + 2m˜ξξ˜a
ξˆ = m˜ξaξ˜a
and for the graviton gauge parameters, correspondingly:
ˆ˜η
a
= εabc(−2η1
bdη2
cd −
M2
18
ξ1
bdξ2
cd + η1
bη2
c +
M2
4
ξ1
bξ2
c) +
+3mηabξb +mξabηb + 2m˜ηaξ (62)
ˆ˜
ξ
a
= εabc(−2ηbdξcd + ηbξc)
We see that the structure of the algebra drastically differs from that of the pure massless spin-
3 case interacting with gravity. The main reason is that Stueckelberg spin-2 and spin-1 fields
are gauge fields themselves having their own gauge transformations so that the algebra must
necessarily be extended with corresponding generators. We have already mentioned that
in the massless limit massive spin-3 particles decomposes into massless spin-3 and massive
spin-2 ones. Due to universality of gravitational interactions even in the massless limit m = 0
(in this M2 = λ2) this massive spin-2 field is still present and we obtain different algebra.
As in the massless case the invariance of the Lagrangian implies that there exist defor-
mations for all gauge invariant curvatures such that under corrected gauge transformations
they transform covariantly and this provides highly non-trivial check for all our calculations.
All additional terms for the massive spin-3 curvatures contain one forms ωµ
a or hµ
a and
completely determined by the structure of gauge transformations. The results
∆Gµν
ab = α1[ε
cd(aΩ[µ
b)cων]
d +
m
2
(Ω[µ
(ahν]
b) −
2
3
gabΩ[µ
chν]
c) +
M2
36
εcd(aΦ[µ
b)chν]
d]
∆Hµν
ab = α1[ε
cd(a(Φ[µ
b)cων]
d + Ω[µ
b)chν]
d) +
3m
2
(f[µ
(ahν]
b) −
2
3
gabf[µ
chν]
c)]
∆Fµν
a = α1[ε
abcΩ[µ
bων]
c + 3mΩ[µ
abhν]
b − m˜B[µhν]
a + m˜e[µ
ahν]
bBb +
+
M2
4
εabcf[µ
bhν]
c −Mm˜ε[µ
abhν]
bϕ] (63)
∆Tµν
a = α1[ε
abc(f[µ
bων]
c + Ω[µ
bhν]
c) +mΦ[µ
abhν]
b + 2m˜A[µhν]
a]
∆Bµ
a = α1[ε
abcωµ
bBc +
M
2
εabcpibhµ
c + V abhµ
b]
∆Aµν = α1[−ε[µ
abBahν]
b + m˜f[µ
ahν]
a]
∆Πµ
a = α1[ε
abcωµ
bpic + 2m˜2ϕhµ
a +W abhµ
b], ∆Φµ = α1hµ
apia
clearly show that these deformations (as well as corrections to gauge transformations) exactly
correspond to standard substitution rules. As for the deformations for gravitational curvature
and torsion, all terms containing one forms are also determined by the very structure of
corrections to gauge transformations, while the terms quadratic in zero forms are determined
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by the requirement that deformed curvatures transform covariantly. By straightforward but
rather lengthy calculations we obtain
∆Rµν
a = α1[−ε
abcΩ[µ
bdΩν]
cd +
1
2
Ω[µ
bΩν]
c − 3mΩ[µ
abfν]
b −mΦ[µ
abΩν]
b + 2m˜Ω[µ
aAν] −
−m˜f[µ
aBν] −
M2
36
εabcΦ[µ
bdΦν]
cd +
M2
8
εabcf[µ
bfν]
c −Mm˜ε[µ
abfν]
bϕ−
−εµν
bBaBb +
1
2
εµν
aB2 − εµν
bpiapib +
1
2
εµν
api2 + 3m˜2εµν
aϕ2] (64)
∆Tµν
a = α1ε
abc[−2Ω[µ
bdΦν]
cd + Ω[µ
bfν]
c]
We have already mentioned that the system gravity plus massless spin 3 provides closed
consistent theory without any needs to introduce some other fields. But if we consider
quadratic variations to check if δ1L1 = 0 we immediately recover that contrary to the massless
case the system gravity plus massive spin 3 is not closed. The crucial point is the variations
under the main spin 3 transformations ηab and ξab that contain one forms Ωµ
ab, Φµ
ab, Ωµ
a
and fµ
a. In three dimensions there are no any quartic vertices constructed out of one forms,
while zero forms Ba, pia and ϕ do not have non-trivial transformations and can not be of
any help. Thus to construct consistent theory (if it exists at all) we must introduce other
fields into the system2. Let us stress however that the existence and the very structure of
cubic vertex do not depend on the presence or absence of any other fields so that the results
obtained here are universal and model independent.
3 Massive arbitrary spin-s field
In this section we consider cubic gravitational vertex for massive field with arbitrary integer
spin s. We already know that the system gravity plus massless spin s is not closed so that
there is no chance that it can be the case for massive field. But as we have already mentioned
the existence and structure of cubic vertex do not depend on the presence of any other fields.
Moreover the mere existence of such cubic vertex is crucial for any further investigations.
3.1 Kinematics
We will use frame-like gauge invariant description for massive spin s field elaborated in our
previous work [23]. Such description uses a collection of one forms Ωµ
(k), Φµ
(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ s−1
(in the same compact notations) and a pair of zero forms Ba, pia. The free Lagrangian has
the form:
L0 =
s−1∑
k=1
(−1)k+1[
k
2
{ µνab } (Ωµ
a(k−1)Ων
b(k−1) + βk
2Φµ
a(k−1)Φν
b(k−1))− εµναΩµ
(k)DνΦα
(k)]−
2In the case under consideration, the most natural candidate for the role of the new field is massive spin-4
field which will generate the new interaction terms. In turn the new massive spin-4 field almost certainly
will require the introduction of even higher spins and so on up to infinity. Therefore one can suggest that
the nonlinear theory of massive higher-spin fields does not have a truncated version, unlike to massless case
where we can use a finite set of fields
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−
s−1∑
k=2
(−1)k+1kαkε
µνα[
k + 1
k − 1
Ωµ,ν
(k−1)Φα
(k−1) + Ωµ
(k−1)Φν,α
(k−1)] +
+
1
2
BaBa − εµνα[BµDνpiα +
γ0
2
BµΦν,α − γ0Ωµ,νpiα] + 2β1
2piapia (65)
and is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δ0Ωµ
(k) = Dµη
(k) + αk[eµ
(1ηk−1) −
2
2k − 1
g(2ηµ
k−2)]− βk
2εµ
b(1ξk−1)b + γkηµ
(k)
δ0Φµ
(k) = Dµξ
(k) − εµ
b(1ηk−1)b + αk
k + 1
k − 1
[eµ
(1ξk−1) −
2
2k − 1
g(2ξµ
k−2)] +
kγk
k + 2
ξµ
(k)
δ0B
a = γ0η
a, δ0pi
a = −
γ0
2
ξa (66)
where
αk
2 =
(k − 1)(s− k)(s+ k)
k3(k + 1)(2k + 1)
[
αˆs−1
2 + (s− k − 1)(s+ k − 1)λ2
]
, k = 2, 3...(s− 1)
βk =
s(s− 1)
k(k + 1)
βs−1, k = 1, 2...(s− 1), βs−1
2 =
s(s− 1)
s− 2
αs−1
2 + λ2
γk =
(k + 1)(k + 2)
k
αk+1 k = 1, 2...(s− 2)
γ0
2 =
2(s− 1)(s+ 1)
3
[αˆs−1
2 + s(s− 2)λ2]
αˆs−1
2 =
s(s− 1)3
s− 2
αs−1
2
Recall that in a de Sitter space (Λ = −λ2 > 0) there exists a number of so called partially
massless limits [24, 25, 26, 21]. It happens each time when one of the parameters αk goes to
zero. In this, the whole system decomposes into two independent subsystems, one of them
describing partially massless spin s particle, while the other subsystem describes massive
spin k one.
3.2 Cubic vertex
Let us turn to the gravitational interactions for such massive spin s field. As we have already
mentioned, in three dimensions even for arbitrary spin it is possible to achieve gauge invari-
ance in the linear approximation without introduction of any higher derivatives corrections
to the Lagrangian and/or gauge transformations. This time from the very beginning we
take cubic vertex corresponding to standard substitution rules, i.e. the replacement of AdS
derivative Dµ by totally covariant one Dµ− ωµ and the background frame eµ
a by dynamical
one eµ
a− hµ
a, though we have explicitly checked that it is indeed the most general solution.
Such vertex is determined up to one arbitrary coupling constant, that for simplicity we set
to be 1, and looks as follows:
L1 =
s−1∑
k=1
(−1)kk { µναabc } [
1
2
hµ
aΩν
b(k−1)Ωα
c(k−1) + ωµ
aΩν
b(k−1)Φα
c(k−1)]−
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−
1
2
hBaBa + { µνab }ωµ
aBνpi
b + εµναhµ
a[BaDνpiα +BνDαpi
a] +
+
s−1∑
k=2
(−1)kkαkε
µνα[
k + 1
k − 1
hµ
aΩν
a(k−1)Φα
(k−1) − hµ
aΩν
(k−1)Φα
a(k−1)] +
+γ0ε
µναhµ
a[Ων
apiα +
1
2
BνΦα
a − Ων,αpi
a +
1
2
BaΦν,α] +
+
s−1∑
k=1
(−1)k
kβk
2
2
{ µναabc } hµ
aΦν
b(k−1)Φα
c(k−1) − 2β1
2hpiapia (67)
Note that as in the spin-3 case the structure of the vertex is completely determined (up to
possible field redefinitions) by the invariance under the gravitational η˜a and ξ˜a transforma-
tions. In this, appropriate corrections to gauge transformations is found to be:
δ1Ωµ
(k) = εab(1[Ωµ
k−1)aη˜b + βk
2Φµ
k−1)aξ˜b] +
(k + 1)(k + 2)
k
αk+1Ωµ
a(k)ξ˜a +
+αk[Ωµ
(k−1ξ˜1) −
2
2k − 1
g(2Ωµ
k−2)aξ˜a] +
δ1Φµ
(k) = εab(1[Φµ
k−1)aη˜b + Ωµ
k−1)aξ˜b] + (k + 1)αk+1Φµ
a(k)ξ˜a +
+
k + 1
k − 1
αk[Φµ
(k−1ξ˜1) −
2
2k − 1
g(2Φµ
k−2)aξ˜a]
δ1Ωµ
a = εabcΩµ
bη˜c + 6α2Ωµ
abξ˜b −
γ0
2
eµ
aBbξ˜b (68)
δΦµ
a = εabcΦµ
bη˜c + 2α2Φµ
abξ˜b + γ0eµ
apibξ˜b
δ1Bµ = εµ
abBaη˜b − ξ˜aDµB
a + γ0Ωµ
aξ˜a − 4β1
2εµ
abpiaξ˜b
δ1piµ = εµ
abpiaη˜b − ξ˜aDµpi
a − εµ
abBaξ˜b −
γ0
2
Φµ
aξ˜a
Now we have to take care on all massive spin gauge transformations and check if we indeed
have invariance in the linear approximation. As for the higher spin fields, their corrections
to gauge transformations again exactly correspond to standard substitution rules:
δ1Ωµ
(k) = −εab(1[ηk−1)aωµ
b + βk
2ξk−1)ahµ
b]−
(k + 1)(k + 2)
k
αk+1hµ
aηa(k) −
−kαk[hµ
(1ηk−1) −
2
2k − 1
g(2ηk−2)ahµ
a]
δ1Φµ
(k) = −εab(1[ηk−1)ahµ
b + ξk−1)aωµ
b]− (k + 1)αk+1hµ
aξa(k) − (69)
−
k + 1
k − 1
αk[hµ
(1ξk−1) −
2
2k − 1
g(2ξk−2)ahµ
a]
as can be easily seen comparing these expressions with the free ones (66). But to find
higher spin transformations for graviton requires more work. By straightforward but lengthy
calculations we obtain:
δ1ωµ
a =
s−1∑
k=1
(−1)k+1kεabc[Ωµ
b(k−1)ηc(k−1) + βk
2Φµ
b(k−1)ξc(k−1)] +
+
s−1∑
k=2
(−1)kkαk[
k + 1
k − 1
Φµ
(k−1)ηa(k−1) − Φµ
a(k−1)η(k−1) +
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+Ωµ
(k−1)ξa(k−1) −
k + 1
k − 1
Ωµ
a(k−1)ξ(k−1)]− (70)
−γ0(ηµpi
a − piµη
a)
δ1hµ
a =
s−1∑
k=1
(−1)k+1kεabc[Φµ
b(k−1)ηc(k−1) + Ωµ
b(k−1)ξc(k−1)]
Thus we have constructed the cubic vertex and all corresponding corrections to gauge trans-
formations such that the resulting theory is invariant in the linear approximation. Unlike
the higher dimensional case [27], [28], the cubic vertex under consideration does not require
any higher derivative terms. Note also that, as well as in the spin-3 case, for arbitrary s-case
after switching on gravitational interaction we still have the possibility to take any of the
massless, partially massless or flat limits. In-particular, this allows one to consider inter-
actions for such partially massless fields that can possesses the specific properties and have
simpler structure in comparison with generic massive fields. As we have already mentioned
to go beyond linear approximation one has to introduce other fields into the system and till
now what spectrum of massive fields one has to consider to obtain consistent theory is an
open question that certainly deserves further study.
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied gravitational interactions for massive higher spin fields in three
dimensions using frame-like gauge invariant description. At first, after providing a couple
of simplest interacting massless models illustrating our general technics, we constructed
gravitational interactions for massive spin-3 field in linear approximation, e.g. found the
cubic vertex linear in gravitational field and quadratic in spin-3 field. Recall that the linear
approximation for any field do not depend on the presence of any other fields in the system so
that the very existence of such cubic vertex is crucial for any further investigations. Contrary
to the massless case, and this may be the main lesson from our work, we argue that the
system gravity plus massive spin-3 field is not closed. The main reason is that Stueckelberg
spin-2 and spin-1 fields are gauge fields themselves having their own gauge symmetries so
that the algebra must necessarily be extended with corresponding generators. In this, even
in the massless limit we obtain a system containing graviton, massless spin-3 and massive
spin-2 fields. In this, all this means that to construct consistent theory we have to introduce
some other field, the most natural candidate being spin-4 one. But this almost certainly will
require introduction of even higher spins and so on. This simplest example shows that the
structure, spectrum of fields and gauge algebra for massive and massless theories may be
drastically different. To proceed in this direction one first of all has to know the structure of
general cubic vertices for massive higher spins in three dimensions that is still absent. Recall
also, that for the massive spin-3 case we have shown that after switching on interactions these
gauge invariant curvatures admit non-linear deformations so that they transform covariantly
under corrected gauge transformations. This, in turn, suggests that the most natural route
to deal with such theories is some extension of Fradkin-Vasiliev formalism adopted to three
dimensions.
Then we managed to generalize these results to the case of massive field with arbitrary
integer spin. It is important that it turns out to be possible without introduction of any
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higher derivative corrections to the Lagrangian and/or gauge transformations and this is
one of the reason why three dimensional theories appear to be much simpler that higher
dimensional ones. Note also that even after switching on gravitational interaction (at least
in the linear approximation) we still have the possibility to take any massless, partially
massless or flat limits.
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